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ALL HAIL TECHNOLOGY

(Continued from page 1)

Music for the affair is to be furnished by the naval band and the Tech Glee Club. This will be the first time in thirty-one years that anything like an attempt at Institute spirit has been made, and we heartily hope it will be the last. The music will be sung by the undergraduate body. A song leader will be present and the songs will be accompanied with the guitar and it is in the hope of many older students that this music will be

in place some of the popular rag time which is heard constantly elsewhere.

As an added attraction, cigarettes have been donated for THE TECH, the Tech Shoe and the Tech Monthly, while other clubs have agreed to furnish older, cheap and delightful cigarettes with which to appease the appetites of the hungry students who are to be present.

Look out for surprises!

The committee promises to present a surprise which will make the heart of the student beat faster than ever before. Sailors are requested to sip stuck and lock their cigarettes for the occasion.

Mr. Humphreys, however, desires to warn the students to be present and let the joy of this occasion run away with their spirits. Look out for surprises!
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